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Insert in line 41:

A democratic, anti-racist and inclusive Europe

From line 48 to 50:

protests or decision making. We also see that most political decisions are taken by old,

white, straight, cis and non[Space]-disabled men. FYEG dreams of an anti-racist, anti-

facist society that is truly representative. Therefore FYEG is 

From line 68 to 72:

communications. This means looking with a critical eye at our work, and learning where we

can do better. We recognise that smashing the patriarchy means to dismantledismantling

the structures that affect people in different ways and rebuilding the system with everyone

in mind. Feminism means to reexaminereexamining power and how in a patriarchy having

power means at the cost of someone else, usually marginalised 

From line 77 to 79:

In the times of COVID-19, we’ve had to reimagine how we approach educational events.

On one side we’ve come to value even more the possibility to organiseof organising live

activities where we bring Young Greens together for knowledge exchange, 

Insert from line 110 to 112:
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share their first-hand expertise in topics central to the resilience of our movement, such as 

the mental health of activists, the building and maintenance of organisational culture and

democratic methods of facilitation and participation. 

From line 120 to 126:

In past years, FYEG’s educational work has focused on young people’s poor access to

social rights as well as youth influence on democratic and inclusive processes. In 2022, we

will organise a series of activities to explore what are the mental health challenges deriving

from these issues are.

FYEG Member Organisations acknowledge mental health as an important barrier to their

members’ engagement and have expressed their interest in exploring, learning and

exchanging best practices to face this issue. Moreover, poor mental health 

Delete from line 142 to 144:

social rights - the right to decent work (the right to work, and the right to adequate social

protection - and support them in becoming agents of change in their local communities

through human rights education.

Delete from line 169 to 170:

FYEG is nothing without its member organisations. The MOs constitutes the base on

which FYEG operates as a federation, and it is through our MOs that we have 

From line 180 to 182:

In the coming year, FYEG will continue to make the MO work more strategic, by building

on the MO strategy that has been draftinged throughout the last year, and have a more

individual approach towards MOs, building on individual MO 

From line 189 to 193:
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staff, especially those in finance and human resource roles. Instead of organising a 2-day

in real life-person MO Training, we will organise online training, either individualised for the

MO’s needs or general. We hope to increase our MOs capacities especially but not

only in fundraising and communications. Where possible, we will bring experts on these

areas in to provide the training.

From line 200 to 201:

Finally, FYEGFYEG's Executive Committee will continue to provide MOs with transparent

information about their work, what’s happening externally and internally in the 

Insert from line 256 to 258:

current progress to be forgotten, not now nor in the future. As part of this shift, FYEG

commits to anti-oppression strategies, trainings and structures. The FYEG EC and Office

will continue to work with the AC, Awareness Team, and 

From line 299 to 301:

2020 and 2021 took place online. However, this also enabled us to understand where we 

fallfell short and can improve. In 2021 and 2022, together with the support of the

organisational change consultancy, we would like to build frameworks for 

In line 330:

4.7. And itits working groups

Reason
Grammar
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